FEATURES & BENEFITS

Add power and charging wherever it’s needed. Desktop Power Centers offer sleek and easy-to-install solutions that mount directly on surfaces and minimize cord clutter. Ideal surface power solution for tabletops, desks and consoles, and workstations such as credenzas and lecterns.

RoHS

- Multiple options: Two versions with reliable power and charging - 3 tamper-resistant power outlets + 2 USB charging ports (3.1A) - 2 tamper-resistant power outlets + 2 USB charging ports (3.1A)
- Intelligent and energy efficient: Smart charging capability that recognizes devices and when to shut off during peak loads
- Easy connections to power sources: 6’ cord reaches walls and floors
- Simple and flexible installation: Mounting kits with options for both horizontal and vertical applications
- Less clutter, more functionality: A sleek, slim design fits unobtrusively on work surfaces
- Seamlessly blends into your space: Two color choices that work with any environment

SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Number Of Outlets: 3

BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE

Country Of Origin: CHINA
Buy American Act Status: No